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PREFACE

This study presents some of the work made by Dr. Dan Shneerson

of the University of Haifa, Israei whiie he was visiting VTI in

the autumn of 1984. It takes up some of the methodoiogicai issues

identified in the TranSport Demand Program of VTI.

Linkdping summer 1986

Jan Owen Jansson
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TranSport Demand ModeTs with SpeciaT Reference to Freight

by Dan Shneerson

SUMMARY AND MAIN RESULTS

The study starts with a survey of existing freight and passenger

tranSport demand modeTs which use both aggregate and disaggregate

data. The main point made is that aTT these modeTs are derived

from the same principles, and are mainiy distinguished by the type

of data which they use.

In the foTTowing discussion directions for further research are

suggested. The approach adOpted is infiuenced by two insights:

First, modaT SpTit modeTs, that aim at estimating price eTeatici-

ties, have faiTed in that they have produced a wide range of eTas-

ticity vaiues. The main expianation for this is the difficuity of

aggregating commodities of different quaiities. Second, detaiied

and eTaborate modeis that aim at predicting the matrix of traffic

fTow have shown poor predictive capabiiities.

Our recommendation for modeTTing modaT SpTit (assuming that totai

demand by a1] modeTs is given) is to predict the share of each mode

on the basis of the whoTe distribution of individuais' generaiized

costs. In the case of freight, this shouid aTso inciude the measure-

ment of the distribution of the "vaTue of time of goods" of indi- V

viduaT shippers. The simuTation of these data woqu make possibTe

a prediction of modai shares.

For the Tong-term prediction of the totaT traffic fTow we suggest

a short-cut viz. the study of the deveTOpment of freight-kms for

different industries. This is not a substitute for the detaiied

input-output type of modeis. In this way trends in the freight

intensity for different industries can be estabTished. It can be

done with either time series data or cross-section data of diffe-

rent countries. To be better abTe to predict the future, the effect

on freight-kms of variabies such as the density of demand for goods



1'1

tranSported, and the average size of piants, shoqu be considered.

The trend in freight-kms can aTso be anaiyzed by type of mode: in

this case, the modaT differences in generaiized costs have to be

added to the equation.

Freight demand is a derived demand, and the eiasticity of demand

for the finai good infiuences the eTasticity of demand for tran-

Sporting this good. Eiasticities of finaT demand shoqu aiso be

incTuded in the anaTysis. When the totaT demand for a1] modes is

anaTysed, an indirect method 0f estimating generaTized cost eiasti-

cities for freight is to first measure the share of the generaiized

costs in the vaTue of the good, and then, by MarshaTT's Taw, to

muitipiy it by an estimate of the eiaticity of finai demand for

the good. When modaT share equations are estimated, the eTasticity

of finaT demand shoqu be inciuded in the estimated equation,

a rather than ignored or at best assumed unitary as is the current

practice.

The survey was motivated by the wish to gain a better understanding

of freight demand modeTTing. There are broad simiTarities and few

differences to persona] traveT demand modeiiing, as has been demon-

strated at each stage of the survey.
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1 INTRODUCTION

It is instructive to begin by defining the purpose and uses of

tranSport demand modelling and estimation. Several broad catego~

ries of final use can be distinguished:

Forecasts of tranSport demand flows are required for the long term

planning of transport networks at both the macro and micro levels,

eSpecially with regard to decisions on the capacity and quality of

the network, and particularly of the roads.

An improved understanding of the determinants of modal choice is

required in order to be better able to predict, for example, future

road-rail or bus-car shares and to determine the policy instruments

for altering them. It would be useful to develOp a capability of

predicting the impact of various tranSport policy measures on the

demand for freight and passenger tranSport eg. the restraint of

freight transport movements, or the taxation of freight and passen-

ger vehicles.

At the level of the individual firm, freight modelling could be

used as an aid to estimating its future tranSportrequirements.

Growing awareness of the "urban tranSport problem" has led to a

concentration of effort on issues of passenger travel and car

ownership demand modelling. Interest in freight demand models has

awakened only at a later stage. One outcome of this sequence is

that a number of models develOped, at both the theoretical and empie:

rical levels, for passenger demand estimation have been transferred

and applied to the forecasting of freight demand. The validity of

using these models should be judged, at least partially, against

the uses outlined above. It should not be expected that all models

would be capable of answering all forecasting requirements, but

they should be able to meet the requirements of at least one use.

How important is the freight sector? The pr0portion of the freight

bill of the value of the Gross National Product is a rough indicator.
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In the United States "it has been estimated that the Nation's

freight biTT accounts for approximateiy 9 percent of the Gross

National Product . Freight tranSportations accounts for approxi-

mateiy 45 percent of nationai tranSportation expenditure (Hiiie,

SeJ, 1971 and Fresko et_al, 1972). This estimate does not inciude

the time vaiue of the freight services ~ the cost of the capitai,

 

the costs of the driver and the costs of goods in transfer. If

these are inciuded (for both passengers and freight) this pr0por=i

tion is iikeiy to go up.

In the past, issues of freight tranSportation were confinedto

inter~city movements of goods, whiist urban transportation issues

were identified predominentiy with passenger traffic. However, it

has been stated quite recentTy (see the Speciai issue prepared for

the 52nd and 53rd Annuai Meetings of the Highway Research Board,

1974, devoted to Urban Goods Movement) that as weTT as the urban

passenger tranSportation probiem there exists a severe urban

freight tranSportation probiem. Trucks are viewed as environmentai

viiiains in as much as they create noise, airpoiiution and traffic

obstruction, and in contrast to the intercity freight movement,

they are Tess fiexibie in scheduiing their movements to avoid

urban peak hours and urban cOngestion. (See distussion by Starkie

(1967)), The increasing importance of urban freight traffic may

aTso give freight demand modeiiing a different perSpective. It

wouid be of interest to estabiish if a growing tendency for seif-

sufficiency of cities woqu Tead to a higher pr0portion of urban

freight movement, or whether changes in consumption patterns and

increased reiiance on home production and consumption, wiii Tead

to a decTine in the prOportion of urban freight movement, In either

case the reievance of existing demand modeis to the provision of

insight to urban freight movement issues, shouid be evaiuated.

The second chapter of this report examines the derivation of tran-

Sportdemand modeis. Chapter three reviews the characteristics of

cross section modeis which have predominated in the anaiysis of

transport demand. Chapter 4 iooks at modeis of market share, with

Speciai reference to freight, whiie chapter 5 examines market de-

mand modeis. ConCiusions are presented in chapter 6.
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2 THE COMMON CHARACTERISTICS OF TRANSPORT DEMAND MODELS

2,1 Demand to.satisfy FinaT Wants and Derived Demand

 

Economic theory of demand makes a cIear distinction between the

theory of demand for goods and services that satisfy finaI wants

(DFW), and the theory of demand for intermediate goods and service

(DIG), which are inputs in the production of goods and services

E that satisfy finaT wants. Consumer's demand normaITy beIongs to

the former category whiIe producer s demand for factors of produc-

tion faITs under the Iatter. The two may differ in the choice of

variabIes that eprain demand and the units of measurement. But

the main difference is in the fact that DIG is derived demand. The

demand for factors of production is ianuenced by the demand for

the good being produced by these factors, and the sensitivity of

the DIG to changes in the price of a factor, as measured by the

eIasticity, wiTI be ianuenced by the eIasticity of demand for the

 

good in question.

EconOmic theory of DFw postuTates that individuais maximize uti-

Iity, which depends on the quantity of goods they Consume,

u(q1,q2,...,qn), subject to a budget constraints, I = E pk qk.

The sqution to this Optimization gives a demand for each good or

service which depends on the prices of these goods and the income

avaiIabIe. The DIG is derived from the Optimization process of a

firm which produces a good q with the aid of factors a1,a2,...,an

according UDq = f(a1,a2,...,an) and aims at maximizing its profits,

n
..,a ) - Z P a1. The soTution to this Optimization

gives the demand for factors of production as a function of the

.,P ,P).prices of factors, and the price of the good. Da = D(P aa ,..
. n n

Since it depends on the price of the good it is deriVed indirectIy

from the demand for the good.

The demand for tranSport -either of freight or passenger -beIongs

to the category of derived demand. When we echude traveI that is
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made for its own sake driving just for the fun of it or taking a

stroll -transportation is an input in the production of final

goods and services. For freight this means that the elasticity of

tranSport demand will be influenced by the elasticity of demand

for the product in question. For passenger this means that the

demand elasticity will be influenced by the elasticity for the

activity in question -whether it is driving for recreation acti-

vity, for sh0pping, or for a visit of an aunt in the country.

While knowledge of demand elasticities for the final goods or ser

viCes is important for both freight and passengers demand estima-

tion, and distinguishes it from DFw, empirical demand estimation

-of both freight and passengers -have made no use of this charac-

teristic. In our survey, we have not come across a single reference

that has incorporated the actual elasticities of demand of the

final goods and services in the analysis. In chapter 5 we address

this issue.

One particular class of demand models where the elasticity of de

mand for the final activity is unimportant is the category of

"modal-Split demand models. Here the demand for the final good or

activity is assumed given, and the issue becomes now how this total

demand is allocated among the various modes of tranSport. Changes

in the demand for one mode are caused entirely by substitution for

other modes. The analogy in the theory of DFw is a demand that just

accounts for the substitution effect and excludes the income effect.

The difference in this case between the DFw and DIG disappears.

Both are not derived now, and both can be rationalized in a similar

way. In the case of DFw the Optimization can be formulated as a

minimization of the costs of attaining a given utility level. In

the case of DIG utility is replaced by the output of the good (or

activity), and demand is explained by a process of minimiZing costs

of producing a given level of output of the good or actiVity.

The concentration on the substitution effect only may be justified

when short-run issues are analyzed. It is unlikely to yield good

approximations when long-run elasticities are our concern. Even

travel demand for work, which is practically accepted by all as

being given for all modes put together, may change in the long run.
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This may take pTace by changing the Tocation of work -to a cToser

Tocation and in the extreme to work-at-home, and if costs of work

go up sufficientiy substitute Teisure for work. "ModaT-SpTit"

demand modeTs, or "market share" modeTs are discussed in chapter 4.

So far we have pointed out some differences between DFw and DIG,

but none between freight and passengers demand. But, the human

factor makes these two somewhat different. TraveT demand is made

by individuaTs who have different tastes. When two individuaTs are

confronted with the same choice set (mode, prices and socio-economic

variabTes), they may stiTT choose differentTy, because their tastes

differ. This is not the case for freight. Two firms facing identicaT

situations with reSpect to costs of aTternative modes, are expected

to make the same choice. The distribution of tastes in the p0puTa-

tion wiTT be more important in the expTanation of traveT demand.

This approach of trying to characterize the distribution of tastes

in order to predict tranSport demand is expibred in section 4.4.

2.2 A Survey of the main Transport Demand Models - Freight

 

-and Passenger

 

The survey is Timited to the estimation of singTe equation demand

modeTs. We can them write directTy the demand function the reTa-

 

tionship between a quantity demanded of a particuTar product of

service in a particuiar unit of time and the arguments determining

the quantity demanded =in a general form:

D = f(p,P,q,Q,I,E,T) (2.1)

where

D = quantity demanded of a particuTar product

p'= price of the product

P = vector of prices of substitutes and compiementary products

q = quaTity of the product
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Q = vector of quaiities of substitutes and compiementary products

I = vector of income per capita of different consumer categories

E = index of economic activity

T = index of "taste"

We may combine the price and quaiity variabies into a singie vari~

abie of Generaiized Costs (GC). For freight tranSport, the GC con-

sists of the freight rate paid for the hauiing and handiing, the

inventory costs, and the Opportunity costs of the goods in transit.

For passengers tranSport it consists of the direct rate paid pius

the costs of travei time of different categories. We can repiace

(2.1) by:

D = f(GC,I,E,T) (2.1)'

Both freight and passengers demand are derived from (2.I)'

Demand for freight tranSport:

 

f1(GC,E) _ (2.2)

Demand for passenger travei:

 

f GC,I,T) (2.3)2(

and if we are just interested in the demand for tranSport between

i and j, we canwrite (in the case of freight):

Demand for freight tranSport between i and j:

 

(GC..,E.,E.) (2.4)

where E_i and Ej are vectors of economic activities in iocation i

and j and can be considered as "generation" and "attraction"

variabies.

Demand for passengers travei between i and j:

 

f2(GCij,I,Ei,Ej,T) . (2.5)
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The terms Ei and Ej whiie caiied economic activity variabies may

refiect work as we11 as )eisure activities. Trave) to work wiii

require the use of one set of variables, whiie )eisure trips wiii

require a different set.

A family of demand equations, that is described by equations (2.4)

and (2.5), and which has been extensiveiy appiied to modeiiing

both freight and passengers is the gravity mode). One frequentiy

 

used functiona) form of a gravity mode) is exponentia), such as:

d d d

D.. = c o E. 1 ° Eu 2 ° GC.. 3 (2.6)

where c is a constant.

A more compiex equation, but using the same form was suggested by

Quandt and Baumo) (1966) and iater deve10ped in the North East

orridor Study (1968). The demand for freight between two )ocations

by mode m is:

31 g Q3 an as as Q7
= a f (C) (2 7)

where

B B
_ b O r 1

_ b Yo r Y1.

and the description of the variabies used:

Piaj = the p0pu1ation of the regions i and j

Yi,j = the gross regionai product of i and j

ng = the ieast shipping time of a1) modes between i and j

Hgij = the reiative travei time for the mth tranSport mode

cgj = the ieast cost (freight rate) 0f shipping between i and j

Caij = the reiative cost for for the mth tranSport mode

Nij = the number of modes serving i and j.
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The Hs' and Cs' variabies represent the generaTized cost variabTes.

Equation (2.9) therefore is a Specific form of equation (2.5)0

The demand for freight between i and j is a function of the gene~

raiized cost of own and competing services, and a function of the

economic activity variabies.

The demand for freight as expressed in equation (2.8) does not

make use of the "adding-up" prOperty of the various fTows, which

shoqu assist in checking and caiibrating the modeio We have the

constraint that the sum of fTows from i to aTT destination j shoqu

equaT the totaT number of fiows originating in i:

soi
szQ-i

and the sum of fiows coming from aTT origins i to j shoqu equai

the totaT flows destination j:

E Q
.i ij %

One particuTar form of incorporating these constraints is shown

in the foiTowing mode] suggested by Wi1$on (1967, 1970):

= ° °

where:

3:
. a- T/EBkUkexp(=uCik)

C
D I

C.1i the Generaiized cost of movement from i to j

Qi and Qj are the totaT outfiow and infTow of i and j. In Wiison's

formuTation these quantities are given exogenousiy, so that the

demand modeiiing is reduced to the distribution of the totaT fTow,

(generation and attraction factors being omitted). To conform to

our previous formuiation (2.8), these generative and attractive
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variabTes can be brought back into the modeT by making Qi and Qj

dependent on E1 and Ej, rather than being determined exogenousTy.

2.3 ModaT Choice Modeiiing

 

A11 these aTternative formuTations of the demand equation are

capabTe of giving answers to how the totaT fTow of goods and

passengers is determined, and how this fTow is distributed between

routes and modes. They addressed the whoie market or the industry,

rather than the individuaT firm or househon. A second objective

woqu be to assess the market shares of individuaT services with-

in the interreTated group of services concerned. Recent deveTOp-

ments in tranSport demand modeTTing have concentrated on this

Tast task and have Targeiy been confined to estimating the sensi-

tivity of market shares, mostTy of trucks and railroads to parti-

cuTar factors of interest. This deveTOpment may partTy be expTained

by the faiiure of gravity modeis to predict market fTows, and by

economists' growing interest in modaT SpTit modeTs, in connection

with issues of industry reguTation and Optima] pricing. As far as

data use was concerned, these deveTOpments meant that more reTi-

ance was pTaced on cross-section and Tess on time series data.

IndiViduaT market shares are affected by changes in pricing and

quaTity of service offered by individuaT firms, and cross-section

data in tranSportation may account for these variations. But, on

the market TeveT, each of the vector arguments of prices and

quaTity canceT oUt to a Targe extent. IndividuaT service differen-

tiation and pricing poTicy wiTT mostTy affect the shares and have

TittTe affect on the totaT. Disaggregate crOSSesection data of a

market can therefore provide TittTe heTp in estimating the totaT

market fTows. However, the totaT market size wiTT be affected

when the average price and the genera] quaTity TeveT vary. These

can be investigated through time series anaTysis, or by cross-

section comparison of different markets, which are separated by

artificiaT barriers such as customs and by distance.
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The concentration on modaT Spiit issues reduced the genera] form

of transport demand between i and j (equation (2.4)) to:

_ r
Dmij f(GCmij9 19T) (2.9)

The transport demand by mode m between i and j, (D ) is a func~

tion of the generalized costs of mode m reTative t$1gther modes,

Gcgij, income and tastes. The Tocation-Specific economic activity

variabies are Teft out of the equation and are treated as exoge-

nous. The market share of each mode can be estimated using aggre-

gate or disaggregate data. It is not surprising perhaps that most

commoniy a simiiar functionai reiationship is used for both. Modeis

that use aggregate data have as the unit of the observation the

average vaTUe of the variabie concerned in a zone within the country

or of the country as a whoTe. When the share of each mode is being

examined the dependant variabTe must take a vaTue between0 and 1.

Beyond that economic theory does not offer any advice. When plot-

ting the share of a mode i (a truck or a train) against the diffe-

rence in the generaiized costs of the modes, an s shaped function

v(such as shown in figure 1) has extensiveiy been used. It repre-

sents the aggregate decisions of many shippers each of whom has

an individuai reTtive GC for shipping by raiT or truck. The cumu-

Tative distribution function of aTT these individuai reTative GCs

then constitutes the demand cUrve for mode i.

Two distribution functions that fits this shape are the logit and

probit distributions. Being distribution functions they are boun

ded between 0 and 1. The Togit function has been used extensiveiy

in transport shares studies, due to its ease of computation. Using

the Togit modeT to represent the data, in the case of two modes

- raii and truck:

1
S = 1 + exp - (GC) (2.10)

 

where S is the market share, and GC is the difference in the gene-

raTized costs of the two modeis.
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Generaiized
Costs
difference
of rai1~truck

{I

 

l 3

Raii Market Share

 

Figure 1 Market share of a Mode as a function of the Difference
in the Generaiized Costs; -

The approcach taken is not to measure the GC directiy, but rather

to characterize the GC by a number of characteristics, such as the

frequency of service and the vaiue of goods, and to estimate the

reSponsiveness of the modai share to changes in these characteris-

tics.

After rearranging terms and substituting ZbiZi + e for the genera-

1ized costs, where Zi is a characteristic of the mode, bi a coeffi-

cient to be estimated, and e an error term, we get:
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An e uation such as (2.11) was estimated, for example, by Boyer

(1977), and Cambridge systematics (1978). The list of characteris»

tics used included the distance, the commodity shipped, the annual

tons tranSported, and the value of the good (in fact, none of

these are characteristics of the model of transport, but rater

are related to the commodity carried). Boyer takes the share of

rail and truck (expressed in ton-miles) of each of 17 commodities

shipped between two states as the dependent variable. This share

is explained by him by the difference in prices of rail and truck

(measured by the average revenue per ton mile), distance (measured

by the weighted average lenght of haul of each origin-destination~

commodity comination), value of the commodity (a proxy for inven

tory costs), and total tonnage shipped.

Disaggregate demand models- for freight and passenger -also aim

at explaining the sensitivity of market share to Generalized costs

attributes. They differ to the aggregate model in two reSpects:

first, the unit of observation is the individual consignment or

person travelling, and second, the underlying rationaleis based

on individual maximization behaviour. In the context of this sec

tion, what matters is that both disaggregate and aggregate demand

equations aimed at explaining market shares should use the same

functional form and the same variables. Couched in probabilistic

terms it is assumed that the random variable follows either a logit

or probit distribution (rather than assuming as in the aggregate

models that the deterministic market share follows these distri-

butions). The probability of a firm or a person choosing mode m,

Pm is then expressed in the case of two modes as:

Pm =1 u-(-z-, S)-

where

Z is a vector of characteristics of the two modes.

8 is a vector of socio-economic variables. This vector is a reflec

tion of the disaggregated data. It attempts to put together obser-

vations that would react differently to the common GC variables
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used in the equation, and it can therefore be looked at as playing

the role of a dummy variable. Size of shipment, type of goods and

characteristics of firms are used for freight, and a long list

such as income brackets, colour of skin, occupation, sex are used

for passenger travel.

U is the functional form that relates these variables to the mar-

ket share, normally couched in terms of utility theory. As with

the aggregate share models, u is assumed to be linear in the para-

meters. We then have:

_ 1 .
Pm E m-Z s-S y

+9

An identical equation to (2.14). The market share of each mode is

then obtained by multiplying Pm by the total freight or passenger

moving on the route.

This short description of disaggregate demand models may do some

.injustice to this important class of demand equaitons. For the

purpose at hand it is sufficient. It has been shown that all forms

of demand equations for freight and passenger, whether couched

in individual behaviour (the "behavioural models") or market be-

haviour (the "non-behavioural" models), finally uSe variations of

the same variables that constitute the direct explanation of the

demand equation (equation (2.1)) and use a similar functional

form -as with the case of disaggregate and aggregate models.

Two issues, which are relevant to demand modelling, were not

accounted for in this survey. The first concerns the estimation

of the transport demand equation within the context of a system

of demand equations. Such a study makes possible a comparison of

tranSport demand elasticities to those of other major categories

of consumer expenditure, and a measure of their cross-price elasti

cities. The main advantage of this approach is that total expendi-

ture should satisfy the total budget constraint of the household;

A constraint which makes it possible to introduce several hypo-

thesis conserning consumption behaviour. The second issue concerns
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the combined use of time and goods in the satisfaction of finai

wants within the context of the househoid. Long term trends in

travel demand can be identified on the basis of the theory of the

aiiocation of time. Long term changes in the reiative price of

time and goods, and changes in the 1eve1 of income may induce

changes in iocation and time of work, changes in purchasing habits

and ways of Spending ieisure time. These are 1ike1y to change

travei patterns for these trip categories.
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3 CROSS SECTIONAL ANALYSIS

3.1 The Need for Cross Sectional Analysis

 

The problem posed by this shortage of time series data is very

serious from an econometric point of view. The price-elasticity

of demand is a fundamental concept in economic theory, and this

is reflected in the volume of empirical research devoted to price-

elasticity estimation. However, in econometric studies of demand,

cross-section analysis with a view to estimating price-elasticity

is practically unheard of outside the field of transport demand.

There are obvious reasons for this: for many commodities the price

is more or less the same in each period of time all over the world,'

or at least in each particular country, and in the cases where

appreciable price differences exist between different countries

for one and the same commodity, the difficulties of using cross-

section data for priceeelaSticity estimation are many, even if it

COuld be assumed that the price-elasticity actually is the same

in different countries*.

Services are a different matter. Within one and the same country,

there are in many cases numerous separate markets for a particular

service (e.g. hairdressing, shoe repair, car washing, entertain-

ment like movies and Sport (which is not televised), medical care

of different kinds) and cross-section demand analysis may seem as

more promising alternative to ordinary timeseries analysis, provi-

ded that different prices are charged in the different markets.

Nevertheless, relatively little has been done along this line in

economics neither theoretically nor empirically outside the

field of transport economics. In the latter case, however, econo

mists have not taken a leading role. They have, in fact, had prac-

tically no influence on the mainstream of develOpment of the metho-

dolOgy of tranSport demand estimation. Traffic engineers and plan-

ners have for a long time used cross-section data for calibrating

 

* Where geographical market segmentation has been obtained so
that price discrimination can be applied, the very idea is to
exploit the fact that the price-elasticity of demand is diffe
rent in the different markets.
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their modeTs Of tranSport demand- gravity modeTs and their off-

shoots. OnTy in the Tast two decades, contributions by economists

have appeared (in the first pTace to the theory of travei demand)°

So far, however, no one has given the fundamentai question of the

prOper use of crossasection anaTysis for estimation of tranSport

demand the fuTT consideration that it deserves. Let us briefiy

consider in quite generaT terms, what cross-section estimation of

demand eTasticity woqu be Tike.

3,2 The Methodoiogy of Cross-Sectionai Anaiysis

 

EmpiricaT work in economics as weii as in other sociaT sciences

is seriously hampered by the inherent difficuities of carrying

out experiments. The ideai setoup for a cross-section experiment

with a view to estimaing the price-eiasticity of totaT demand for

a certain product would be a situation where it is poSSibTe to

confront a considerabie number of independent groups of peopie

with wideTy different prices of the product concerned. Each group

of peopie shouid be "representative" for peOpTe at Targe, i.e.

the individuais of each group shoqu be a sampTe of a given size

drawn at random from the totai p0pu1ation. If a1] other things

coqu remain equai, the observations of the quantities demanded

by each group facing a different price woqu be an adequate data

basis for estimating the price-eTasticity of demand of the totai

p0puTation, Is such an ideaT set up to be found anywhere in reaT

life?

As argued before, onTy service markets can be expected to Tend

themseives to usefuT cross-section anaTysis of demand eTasticity.

ProbTems of imperfect representativity wiTT inevitabiy meet, when

buyers in geographicaiiy separate service markets are to be trea~

ted as different "sampies", Two possibTe reasdns why aTT other

things (except price) may not remain reasonabTy equai are (i) that

the so caTTed socio-economic characteristics of the buyers in each

particuiar market are systematicaiiy different, and (ii) that diffe-

rent subStitutes for the service in question are offered in the

different markets, or the same substitute is offered for different

prices.
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In the latter case the price of the substitute should, of course,

be considered in the analysis alongside the price of the service

of primary interest. Socio-economic differences between the buyers

in the different markets could also be accounted for in a fairly

straightforward way, if the differences were restricted to diffe

rences in average income, or other easily measurable prOperties.

Even if due allowance is made for these differences, the results

should be interpreted cautiosly. Each freight shipment or each

passenger trip constitutes a unique combination of characteristics

-,of price and non-price. This makes cross-section analysis with

reSpect to these variables possible. At the same time it raises

the problem that services of different qualities are lumped to-

gether. Ideally we want to estimate the demand for a given quality

of service, but if we standardize for the differences in qualities

in a cross-section study, the difference in the generalized costs

may disappear as well, and with it the possibility of estimating

demand elasticities. For the same distance, the same shipment size,

and the same frequency of service do we expect the rail-truck rate

differences to exhibit significant variations? Hardly any, and in

principle none in a perfectly competitive market (except for the

influence of a large number of unaccounted factors). The dilemma

is clear, If, in a cross-section study, we want the tranSport

service to be intrinsically the same, the possibility of estima-

ting demand elasticities is practically eliminated.

3.3 The "Apple and Pears" Problem

 

A prerequisite for goods and services to be intrinsically the same

is that they satisfy the same want. In the case of products and

services for final consumption, this condition is Satisfied by

definition, so to Speak. This is not necessarily so, as far as

intermediate products are concerned. Take an input likesteel, for

example. Steel of exactly the same quality is used for widely

different purposes (i.e. as input into the prodUction of many

different final products), and the price elasticity of demand for

steel of car manufacturers is probably quite different from that
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of too] makers etc. A hypotheticai cross-section anaiysis of steei

demand thus requires that steei-users be divided accordin to the

production function invoived. Oniy steei users that make the same

finai product by the sam production technique can be expected to

have the same eiasticity of demand for steei. Separate eiasticity

estimates have to be made for each group i.e., one for car manufac=

turers, one for tooi makers, one for shipbuiiders etc. So far as

transport demand is concerned, it is an empiricai issue to experi-

ment and estimate to what extent smaii "purpose differences" can

be aiiowed for in the anaiysis, so that broader_broader trip pur-

pose categories can be used.

Let us aiso finaiiy say a word about modai Spiit stUdies in this

context. From the point of view of each particuiar mode of tran-

sport, substitution of one mode for another is normaiiy the main

cause of eiasticity of demand. In a case where the totai demand is

very inelastic, but aiternative modes of tranSport can be chosen,

som important preconditions are satisfied for a usefui "cross~

sectionai experiment" with a view to estimating the price -and

quaiity- >eiasticities of demand for each partiCuiar mode. It does

 

not matter that peOpie travei to different destinations for diffe-

rent purposes, or that freight is tranSported to different finai

uses, as iong as each trip wiii be undertaken under a1] circum

stances. The probiem is reduced to the expianation of choices of

this or that mode of transport, either with each particuiar mode

assumed to be identicai in the different markets under study, or

with existing quaiity differences expiicitiy taken into account.
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4 MARKET SHARE MODELS IN PRACTICE

4.1 Introduction

 

It is a characteristic of both freight and passenger demand model-

ling that recent efforts have been devoted mostly to the analysis

of modal Split issues, rather than the prediction of the total

traffic flows.

Passengers demand for work trips constitute the singlé most impor-

tant travel category for capacity requirement both of urban roads

and urban public transport. Consequently, most research concerning

urban traVel demand has been devoted to the question of modal

choice of peak-hour work trips. Since the total number of worktrips

by a given p0pulation is commonly assumed to be completely inelas-

tic with respect to tranSport costs, and since peak-load pricing

in urban tranSport is a recent and still very rare measure, practi-

 

cally the only conceivable cause for variations in peak hour demand

for public tranSport and travel by private cars, is the coexistence

of these two modes of transport. At least this is generally held

to be true so far as the short and medium run is concerned. Recent

deVeIOpments in the theoretical and empirical work on urban travel

demand, and particularly the deVelOpments in disaggregate demand

modelling Seem to have gone a long way towards explaining/predic-

ting the modal split so far as work trips are concerned. The fact,

however, that peak hour travel is a Special although very impor

tant travel category, has made the emerging theory rather Special

too. Its particular characteristics are:

(1) total demand of each individual is wholly inelaStic i.e. the
total number of trips per unit of time is a constant,

(2) the individual demand for travel by a certain mode is either
I or O, and

(3) the origin and destination of each individual trip are pre-
determined.

In the case of freight demand there is no single strong argument

 

such as with passenger demand that Speaks for the concentration on

modal Split issues. The prior develOpments of these models for
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predicting passengers movements and their success in predicting

market shares combined with the disappointment at the inabiiity of

gravity and other simpTe modeTs to predict the generai Tevei of

fiows, may be taken as one possibie expianation,

But other deveTOpments have aTso induced the appiication of such

modeis. Since the 2nd worid war and up to the 70's there has been

a steady rise in the trucks' share of freight transport and a

corresponding deciine in the share by raii. In the USA it was esti-

mated that during this period (untii 1977), the share by truck has

gone up from 5,4 percent to 22,6 percent, whiie the share by raii

has drOpped from 68.8 to 36.7 percent (Winston 1981). The identi

fication of poiicy measures which w0u1d improve the rail market

share has, therefore, become of great importance, Concern with

such poiicy measures has been reinforced by the trend towards

dereguiation, Raiiroad freight rates in the USA are under pubiic

reguiation and are ciaimed to adhere to vaiue-of service pricing

principies. From a sociai point of view, they have been a source

of concern for being.re5ponsibie for traffic misaiiocation between

raiT and road, and for a weTfare Toss. It is heid that if raii

freight rates_are lowered to the ievei of their marginai costs,

more of the traffic wiTT go by raiT, and a better aiiocation of

resources wiiT be achieved. This may be so, but then it has been

argued that the differences in costs between the raiT and trucks

are not sufficient to determine how much wiii actuaiiy be diverted

to the raiT mode. For this, the eTasticities and the cross-eiasti

cities of demand for raiT and trucks must be known. Oniy then it

is possibTe to estimate the gain from traffic reaHocation° Expli-

cit or impiicit in the approach to the issue is the premise that

the main source of traffic misaiiocation Ties in the division of

the totai fTow between raiT and truck, rather than the sensitivity

of the totai fiow to variations in the raiT freight rates. The

variabTes within controT (rates and quaiity of service) are expected

to make a change in the raii share possibie at the expense of the

competitors} share, rather than by affecting the total fTow of

traffic.
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Both aggregate and disaggregate demand models have been applied "

to answer these issues. The latter which use the same restrictive

assumptions as were mentioned in the case of passengers travel

Will not be repeated here. The ultimate purpose of these studies

has been to estimate the elasticities of demand with reSpect to

the characterestics that comprise the generalized cost function.

4.2 A Survey of Market Share Studies

 

For both passenger and freight demand models, at both the aggre-

gate and disaggregate levels, cross-section estimation of tranSport

demand is the rule. Some examples from the literature in this area

will better aquaint the reader with the methodology normally used.

Of the disaggregate freight demand models, the work by WinSton

(1981) may be considered, for example. The purpose of his model

is to "estimate a freight demand model for each commodity group

included in his sample". This is done for two alternatives of rail

and truck, and is based on disaggregate cross-section data, which

include shipments that took place during the period 1975-77. A set

of 12 commodity groups were distinguished (unregulated agriculture,

regulated agriculture, textile and fabricated textile, chemicals,

 

stone, clay and glass products, primary and fabricated metals,

machinery including electric machinery, tranSport equipment, paper

and printing, Petroleum and products, lumber, wood and furniture).

For each of these commodity groups k, the volume moved by mode

m, ka is then estimated in two stages:

p- III
1

ka = Probability individual makes a
particular choice

Quantity Ehipped by an q
individual (4.1)

  

i... .1

where Dim is the tranSport demand by individual i of group k by

mode m. The market demand, Dim, is then obtained by summing over

all individuals, D! The probability of choosing a mode, m, depends
<m'
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on a number of attributes or characteristics, Z° These attributes

describe the tranSport, the commodities and the market° They there=

fore jointTy describe the utiTity of the shipper (firm), or aTter-

nativeiy his costs, Foiiowing the same tradition of previous aggre-

gate and disaggregate demand modeTs, utiTity (costS) is assumed to

be a Tinear combination of these attributes, Winston assumed that

shippers maximiie their expected utiTity, which consists of a deter

ministic (average) component and a random component (that deviates

from this average). The variations of the random component among

shippers are then interpreted by him as different attitudes to-

wards risk. (Aiternativeiy it can be assumed that shippers choose

the mode that minimizes their costs: the random component then

simpTy accounts for the many shipper-Specific variables not incTu-

ded in the equation;) Assuming that the random component is probit

distributed, ka is then estimated as a function of the vector of

attributed, Z. This vector consists of the foiiowing Tist of vari-

abies: '

Freight charge

Commodity vaiue CommOthy AttrTbUtES
Shipment size

Mean transit time

Standard Deviation
of Transit Time >

Reiiabiiity

TranSport Attributes

Location (miTes
from RaiT Siding) > Firm Attributes

Saies

 

J

As far as use is made of cross-section data, aggregate freight

demand modeis foiiows the Same methodo)ogy, with the difference

that the number of attributes avaiTabTe (and indeed required) by

the data is more restricted. Levin (19/8, 1981a) is one exampTe.

In his mode) the market share of trucks, piggyback, and raiT in

1972 are expTained by intermoda) differences in rates, inventory

costs of differences in speed and reTiabiTity, and by unobserved

attributes of the modes and shipper. The mode) was then estimated
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on a cross section of 349 aggregate markets, each market being de

fined by commodity type, mileage block, and shipment wéight block;

for example, one market is shipment of household appliances moving

between 100 and 199 miles and weighing between 15 and 25 ton. Levin

then uses a multinomial logit model (since a choice of greater than

two is involved), and after some transformation of variables, esti-

mates an equation of the form

log Si k

T s cgJ. 3 aij 151 bijk Zijk (4.2)

where S, and So represent market share of the ith and jth mode.

Zijk measures the difference in the kth attributes between mode i

and j, and bijk are the coefficients to be estimated.

An approach that emplbys the same Set of assumptions but uses a

different functional form is the one represented by the class of

"flexible costs functions" and SpecifiCally by the use of the

translog cost function (Friedlaender, ( )

The costs of firms can be expressed as a function of the factors

of production they use, such as tranSport, capital and labour. It

is assumed that firms minimize their costs for each level of out-

put they produce. Using "Shepherds lemma" (Shepherd, 1973), the

derivative of the cost function with reSpect to the prices of each

of these factors at the point of minimum costs constitutes the

demand for the factor of production. This methodology can be

applied to estimate the demand for a mode 0f tranSport indepen-

dently of the demand for other factors (assuming separability of

the cost function or a short-run situation), or jointly with the

others. A cost equation that has been used extensively is the

translog function which is a TaylorSF approximation to the COSts

at a particular point (normally the average value of the sample is

used as the point of approximation, and the deviations of the re-

levant variables from this average are measured). DenOting the

vector of prices of truck and rail by P(P = P , P and the vector)
r t

of fixed capital, material and output X(X = K, M, Y), the translog

cost function can be described (see Friedlaender, 0p.cit.P.434).
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Tn CS = a + Edi 1n Pi + Z Bin X0 h h + 1/2 2 2 A1. Tn Pi Tn P\j +

ijJ

h Tn XS (4.3)

h

in Pi Tn X + 1/2 X Z Chs in X+2 8.

i 1h h h s
2

h

Differentiation of this equation with respect to the price of

transportation services yiers the foTTowing share demand equations

for truck and raiT:

S. = F-/C = in CS/ in Pi = . + AU Tn P j +1 ij 1n Xh (4.4)
h

where Fi is the firm's expenditure on mode i. The rest foTTows the

same path as with previous tranSport demand models. ModaT share is

assumed to depend on both price and quaTity of the service. The

attributes that describe quaTity are: the vaTue of the commodity

carried by mode i; the density of the commodity carried by mode i;

the average Tength of traveT of the commodity carried by mode i;

and, the average shipment size of commodity carried by mode i.

(FriedTaender 1980) and Oums (1979b) add a reiiabiTity measure

(mean transit time/standard deviation of transit time), and the

average speed of the ith mode. These reTations are then estimated

on cross-section data, yiering own eTasticities of demand with

oreSpect to prices and quaTities of each mode, and cross-eTasti- .

cities of demand between the modes with respect to these variabTes.

FriedTaender, for exampTe, utiTizes a cross-section of 96 manufac-

turing industries in 1972 producing in each of five broadTy defined

geographic regions. The estimated equation is run on aTT observa

tions in aTT regions.

In summary, it can be said that aTT these modeTs begin with the

basic premise that the tranSport demand for mode m is a function

of the difference in the generaTized costs of the modes considered.

The generaTized cost is divided into the freight rate, which is

(sometimes) directTy observabTe, and other characteristics that

describe the mode and are not money-wise directTy observabTe. On

the basis of the Specific form of equation adOpted, one then pro-

ceeds to estimate the tranSport eTasticities with reSpect to the

Tist of price and non-price variabTes.
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4.3 Elasticity Measurements for Freight TranSport

 

The consistency of the resulting elasticities as estimated by the

various studies provides some yardstick for the evaluation of these

models. True enough, ifiall studies consistently use the wrong

procedure, the resulting elasticity estimates may well be quite

similar. Therefore the main purpose of this check is simply to

evaluate the extent to which the resulting elasticities provide

reliable estimates that can be used by the truck industry, the

railroads and the government in their policy decisions. The results

of the four recent studies that have been surveyed in this paper

and which use both aggregate and disaggregate data and cross-

section/time series data are compared. Oum (1979a, 1979b), Fried-

laender(1980), and Winston (1981). For these four studies, the

transport price elasticity of the railways, er and the price

elasticity of trucks, et, are analysed. These elasticities, it

should be recalled are compensated price elasticities as, in their

derivation, it is assumed that the volume that the volume of.

tranSport services is unchanged as a result of a change in the

price of tranSport. It was also possible to compare two estimates of

of the elasticity-of rail and truck demand with reSpect to quality

attributes. The variables that were compared are the mean transit

time, and the standard deviation of transit time. Table 1 summarizes

this comparison. Looking at the numbers there appears to be little

consistency in the reported elasticity estimate. Oum's two studies

of time series and cross-section data widely diverge. His time-

series elasticities are of a much smaller order of magnitude (if

the nonsensible estimate of a positive elasticity of 1.1 is omitted).

The elasticities estimated by Friedlaender are of a much larger

order of magnitude than in all the other studies considered. Thus,

according to Friedlaender, the railways will increase their revenue

by lowering their freight rates (an average elasticity of 2.3),

while, according to the others, particularly Oum (1979b), revenue

will be increased if rail freight rates go up (an average elasticity

of c.2). The consistency of the elasticity estimates with respect

to the quality variables is even poorer, being positive by Oum's

estimate and negative by Winston's. Some differences in the estimated
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eTasticities may be expected to occur because of different data

sources (Canada vs USA) or different data sets (it is to be expected

that the elasticities derived from time series wiiT be smaTTer in

magnitude than those derived from cross-section studies): nevertheiess.

the sheer size of the diSparities in resuits gives cause for concern.

These reported averages may disquise some simiiarities in the esti-

mated eTasticities of individua) groups of commodities. Such a

comparison for seTected groups of commodities is summarized in

tabTe 2. It is ciear from this tabie that even Tess consistency

is afforded by the separate eiasticity estimates of the different

groups of commodities. No attempt is made here to reconciie and

expiain the inconsistency. However. it must be conciuded that the

eTasticity estimates are of doubtfu) vaiue as a basis for decision-

making in the transport industry as weTT as government.

4.4 An aTternative Approach

 

The faiTure of modaT choice studies to yier consistent resuits

poses the question of whether a different modeTTing approach woqu

yier better resuits. One of the features of modaT choice studies

is that the attempt to measure the average reSponse to a mix of

services and markets. Out of the Targe number of quality characte-

ristics that affect modaT shares, a smaiier number of the most

important ones is seiected, and their average impact is estimated

statisticaiiy. In a1] disaggregate, and many of the aggregate modeis

this is carried out whiie assuming that the random error is generaiiy

Tog-normai distributed i.e. foiiowing a Togit or probit distribution.

This interpretation Teads to an aiternative formuiation of the

probiem. Firstiy, it is possibié to consider onTy two variabies

for expiaining modai choice - money costs and time. The quaiity

characteristics associated with individual modes (in the case of

freight, such characteristics as for exampTe security of goods or

reguTarity of service) coqu be represented by mode-Specific time
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Table 1: A comparison of price and quality transport demand elasticities in different studies.

Study Country/ Cross/time
period Agg/Disag.

Oum _ Canada Cross.
(1979A) 1973 Agg. (-.4 -1.2)

Transit Stand.
time transit

t 1 2er et er

e e Mean
r ~ t

-.8 6 2 4 1
(-.3_-'-.1) <.13'-.27) (.3.-.6) (pa-.17)

Deviation
time

 

Time.
1950 74 Agg.

Oum Canada

(19798)

Fried- USA Cross.
laender 1972 Agg.
(1980) '

2 1 - - -
(+.1:°-.3)* (-.163 +1.1)*

2.3 1.2 - -
(51.7- -3.5) (-1.0- -1.5)

 

Winston USA:

(1981) 1975 6

1976 7

Cross.
Disagg.

Legend:

II
II

C
D

0.) t elasticity of demand for truck

elasticity of rail and truck

r t elasticity of rail and truck

The figure in the first line is our
The figures in the brackets are the
* elasticities of different years.

-.8 -1.1 -.5 -.1 > .2

elasticity of demand for rail with reSpect to railways rate.

reSpect to trucks rate.

respectively with respect to mean transit time.

respectiVely with reSpeCt to standard deviation of transit time.

calculated average elasticity over all commodity groups.
range of values these elasticities take.
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Table 20 A comparison of rail and truck price elasticities for selected group of commodities.

Study

Oum

(1979A)

Fried.
laender

(1980)

Winston

(1981)

Lumber and wood,
and wood products

-.1

Petroleum
products

e
r

-.95

Chemicals

-2.2

Food

-1.0

-2.6

-.45

-100

Electric
machinery

e
r

~102

-3.5

~100

-1.2

 

* We have selected the groups that were similarily defined in the different studies.
Slight variations in the definition of each group in some cases still existo
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values. Secondly, instead of measuring the average value of time

for a particular target p0pulation, it would be interesting to

attempt to estimate the distribution of time values° This would

involve the measurement of the value of time for each member of

the pOpulation (wether it be personal traveller or freight shipper).

Thirdly, if the resulting distribution of time values proved to

be stable in form across a range of modes or commodities, then

this would represent a useful.tool for the analysis of tranSport

demand. Finally, if by specifying individual time values, the

stochastic element in modal choice models could be reduced, and

their predictive ability improved, then some of the inconsistencies

in such models might disappear.

This methodology may be even more relevant to the estimation of

passengers modal share models, because (a) the value of time

constitutes a larger share of the generalized costs, and (b) the

variations in the value of time among individuals are expected

to be greater. In any case, as with freight, our basic hypothesis

is that each individual will choose the mode which minimizes his

generalized costs. When the service is intrinsically the same i.e.

the same trip purpose and the same location, different individuals

will make different choices because of differences in the value

of time between individuals. Rather than calculate shadow prices

of travel time that maximize the likelihood that the observed

modal choice is made, as is done in disaggregate demand models,

the whole distribution of the time value should be estimated.

Modal share will then be determined by the distribution of the

individuals' value of time.

Of course, this approach begs the question of how individual

values of time could be estimated. In conventional value of time

studies it is not the value of time which is estimated but rather

the "price" of time.

For example, an individual is faced with a choice between mode A

and mode 8. The former mode is x hours quicker but costs y kronor

more. If the individual chooses mode A then all that can be said
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is that he is prepared to pay the price of time savings-%, The

value of time, in the sense of the maximum he is prepared to pay

may be considerabiy more. Simiiariy, if the individuai were to

choose mode B, it can be stated that he is not prepared to pay-%

for unit time saving, However, once again the maximum he might be

prepared to pay may be considerabiy 1ess. Conventionai vaiue of

thmastudies overcomethis probiem by assuming that the vaiue of

time is a uniform across individuais and that the observed "prices"

of time are distributed round the true vaiue of time (according

to a stated distributionai form). In order to measure individuai

vaiues of time, however, the concept of a uniform time vaiue must

be dr0pped. The coroiiary is that the value of time studies must,

therefore, concentrate on repiicated trials of individuais. As

repiication is not possibie in reai 1ife situations, hypotheticai

reSponse data based on interview surveys wiii be required.
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5 MARKET DEMAND MODELS

5:1 The Demand for Freight TranSport and Output Leveis

 

In the previous chapter, market share modeTs were considered. This

section examines the prediction of aggregate freight fTows at the

macro TeveT.

A handy assumption that has been used in shortcut attempts to

predict the aggregate freight fTow is the pr0portiona1 reTatione

ship between freight movement and output. This, most probabTy, is

too crude an approximation. What then is the reiationship between

freight movement and output? One possibiTity is that exponentiai

reiations exist between these two:

0!.

FK = aQ (5.1)

where FK is freight-kms, and Q is the Tevei of output. The genera-

Tized cost was Teft out of the equation, assuming that it has very

TittTe effect on the aggregate demand.

Anaiysis of past trends in freight transport shows that (parti-

cuTarTy for road transport) changes in the length of hauT rather

than changes in freight Tiftings are the most important determinant

of changes in freight tranSport demand. (See, for exampie, the

study by Corcoran et_al,, 1980) Average Tength of hauT has increased

steadiTy in recent years (from 43 km in 1962 to 68 km in 1977 in

the UK, according to Corcoran Op. Cit.).

Equation (5.1) can be supplemented by variabTes that expTain

changes in the average distance of freight movement. Two candi-

dates are the density of demand, d, expressed as, for exampTe,

demand per square kiTometer, and the average size of piants, s.:

0 1 0 2 0 3
PK = aQ d S (5.2)
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For a given size and location of plants, an increase in the density

of demand will reduce the freight-kms variable. The effect of the

size of plants variable comprizes two Opposite influences. The con=

centration of production in fewer, more sparsely located plants due

to economies of plant size Firstly, a possible explanation for the

increase in the average is freight distance. Consider two alterna-

tive induStrial production and distribution systems. The first has

a large number of small plants located close to the areas of final

consumption, and the second has total production distribUted among

fewer plants located at more distant location from consumption

centers and shipping the goods via distribution centers. The first

will have lower freight demand, measured in either tons lifted or

ton km. The second will have more tons lifted because goods are

sent via distribution centers (and are lifted twice), and will

have a relative longer haul, because industrial location is more

distant. Secondly, however, there is also a factor Operating in

the Opposite direction. Intreased concentration of production

affects both the distribution of output, and the distribution of

inputs. The new location may be close to the port when inputs are

imported, or close to the iron ore deposits when inputs are domesti-

cally produced. In any of these cases, the longer haul in the di-

stribution of the product may well be compensated by shortening

the distance inputs have to travel. It is unlikely that informa-

tion onboth size and location of plants in crossection study can

be obtained. A possible solution is to make a distinction between

heavy industries (which may be classified in most cases as the

"primary" sector) such as wood, iron and cement, and all other

industries (the "secondary" and "tertiary" sectors). The former

usually uses one type of raw material that is supplied in large

quantities (in bulk), and is more likely to locate its new big

plant close to the source of supply of the raw materials. The

latter typically use a variety of inputs coming from different

sources, and is therefore unlikely to relocate its plants close

to the sources of these inputs.

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be tested for different groups of

commodities using time-series data of a particular geographical

zone, or cross~section.data of different geographical zones.
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Equations such as (5.2) can also be estimated for each mode, again

using time-series data, or cross-section data from/for different

countries. In such circumstances, the difference in the generalized

costs of the modes will have to be included in the estimated

equation.

5.2 Indirect Estimation of the Demand for Transport

 

When the objective is to predict changes in the total volume of

traffic, and considerations of the final uses of the tranSport

services can not be ignored. Unlike personal travel demand where

final uses can be defined broadly enough to accommodate statistical

analysis (like the demand for work-trips or for recreational trips),

it is unlikely that cross-section transport demand of, for example,

steel by car manuturers can provide sufficient observations for the

estimation of freight demand elasticities. In this case an alterna-

tive solution Springs to mind. By Marshall's law, when possibilities

of substitution between modes are not accounted for, the elasticity

of demand for transport is then equal to: "the share of the input

in the total cost of the final product multiplied by the elasticity

of demand for the final product". The transport demand elasticity

can then be estimated in two stages. First calculate the share of

the generalized costs in the total costs of each product or activity.

Then estimate (independently) the elasticity of demand for the final

product or activity. By this methodology, the transport demand elas-

ticity can be calculated for each final use category.

The approach should help in the understanding of two issues. First,

it is quite common to infer the elasticity of transport demand of

the good.just.from the share of the freight in the total costs of

the good concerned. For example, Levin (0p.cit.) concludes that in

his sample rail rates of manufacturing goods constituted less than

2 % of the value of the goods tranSported. A 100 % increase in

rail freight rates will therefore have very little effect on total

market size. For bulk commodities, he found the share to be 30 %

and changes in rates, he concludes, will significantly affect the
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market size. However, the ranking of transport demand elasticities

by the share of the transport costs in the value of the good

ignores a possible systematic compensation by the elasticity of

demand of the good itself. Priceelasticities of goods tend to

rise with the increase in the value of the good. Houthakker and

Magee (1969), for example, estimated that the average price elas-

ticity of crude materials (coal) is .18, while the price elasti~

city for finished goods is - 4.05 on average. Multiplying the

transport share by these elasticities, the ranking is reversed.

The elasticity of transport demand for finished goods is 0.08

and a 0.05 for crude materials.

The second issue, and of no less importance, is the validity of

the assumption inherent in modal choice studies of inelastic

transport demands by all modes and all shippers for each commodity

class. If indeed these demands are found to be inelastic, then

the sensitivity of the market tranSport demand to changes in price

can be ignored, and effort should be concentrated on modal split

models.

The transport demand elasticity is measured with respect to the

generalized costs, and not just the direct rate paid. This means

that the share of the generalized costs in the value of the com-

modity should be used (rather than the share of the freight rate)

in the elasticity estimation. This will tend to increase the

transport elasticity for the commodity in question.

The analogy to modelling passenger travel demand is quite complete.

The use of the ratio of the price of the transport service to the

price of the final service, may even be more misleading as bus

fares are heavily subsidized and the importance of travel by bus

will therefore be biased downward. The importance of each travel

category should be measured by the share of the generalized

transport costs, including the fare, parking costs and costs of

time and convenience, in the generalized cost of the trip including

the final activity. Similarly, considerations of the elasticity of

the final service can make a great difference. The elasticity of
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demand for downtown travel is much greater when the purpose of the

trip is just to buy a fashion magazine, than when it is to spend

the whole night downtown, going first to a restaurant, and then to

a show. The share of the generalized cost of the trip including the

downtown activity is pretty high in the former case and minute in

the latter.

The inclusion of the elasticity of final demand can also help in

the estimation of own and cross-elasticities of demand of a single

mode, i.e., when substitution between modes exist. Currently this

is being ignored, or, at most, the elasticity of finad demand is

assumed unitary. In this case, the share of the generalized costs

and the elasticity of substitution between modes will be estimated

in the first stage and in the second it will be multiplied by the

elasticity of final demand, according to the relations:

2 = s,(b - > (5 4)
1;] J lJ

where

= is the own generalized cost elasticity
ii

21. = is the cross generalized cost elasticity of mode i with
J reSpect to mode j

bij = is the elasticity of substitution between modes

sij = is the share of mode i, j in the total costs of the product

and

= is the elasticity of final demand
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It is we11 known, but may yet be worth mentioning that the transport

demand of a segment of the market wiii be more eiastic than the

market as a whoie. The demand of a singie shipper for transport

(by aii modes) wiii be more eiastic than the demand by a11 shippers,

and the demand for transport a four digit BTN = ciassification

commodity wiii be more eiastic than for a two digit commodity

mainiy because the finai eiasticity of demand for the good wi11

be higher in the former case°
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6 CONCLUSIONS

There are five major conclusions to this~reportz

(i) The various forms of the tranSport demand modei in use~~ for

both passenger and freight a are derived from the same body of

theory and have a common structure.

(ii) The majority of transport demand modeis have employed cross-

sectionaT data. However, unTike cross sectionaT models for other

goods, tranSport demand modeis have been used to estimate price

eiasticities. The justification for this, in terms of economic

theory, has not been given the consideration it deserves; In

particuiar, variations in transport prices may simpTy refiect

the fact that different transport goods are on offer i.e. transport

services of different quaiity TeveTs have been Tumped together.

This probiem is exacerbated by the fact that as tranSport is an

intermediate good, transport services which are apparently simiiar

car uitimateiy fuifiii rather different functions. More care shouid

be given to the definition of transport services in transport

demand studies.

(iii) Market share studies of freight transport have produced

wideiy differing resuits in terms of the price eTasticities measu

red. It is possibie that a contributory reason for this is the

assumption of a uniform response on the part of freight shippers.

If the factors determining mode choice, and particuiariy the time

factor were aiiowed to have an effect which varies by individuaT,

then the predictive power of the modeTs might be improved. Future

research into the vaiue of time shoqu devote more attention to

the distribution of time vaTues by individuai.

(iv) The buik of freight transport demand research has been devoted

to the deveTOpment of modai choice modeis. Yet, eSpeciaTTy for

Tong run pianning the prediction of aggregate market demand is

aiso of great importance. It is recommended that future studies

shouid be at the TeveT of individuai industry rather than economy
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wide demand. In addition, the range of expianatory variabies

shouid be expanded to inciude such variabies as the density of

demand and the average size of piantso

(v) An aiternative approach to the modeiiing of freight transport

demand which deserves greater emphasis is the prediction of

tranSport demand eiasticities through consideration of the eiasti-

city of demand for the finai product to which tranSport is but an

input. Where substitution between modes is negiigibie, the own

price eiasticity of demand for transport can be estimated as the

product of the price eiasticity of demand for the finai product

and the share of transport costs in total production costs. Where

substitution between modes exists, specific aiiowance must be

made for thiso
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